The trend of increasing the number of cores to achieve higher performance has challenged efficient management of on-chip data. Moreover, many emerging applications process massive amounts of data with varying degrees of locality. Therefore, exploiting locality to improve on-chip traffic and resource utilization is of fundamental importance. Conventional multicore cache management schemes either manage the private cache (L1) or the Last-Level Cache (LLC), while ignoring the other. We propose a holistic locality-aware cache hierarchy management protocol for large-scale multicores. The proposed scheme improves on-chip data access latency and energy consumption by intelligently bypassing cache line replication in the L1 caches, and/or intelligently replicating cache lines in the LLC. The approach relies on low overhead yet highly accurate in-hardware runtime classification of data locality at both L1 cache and the LLC. The decision to bypass L1 and/or replicate in LLC is then based on the measured reuse at the fine granularity of cache lines. The locality tracking mechanism is decoupled from the sharer tracking structures that cause scalability concerns in traditional cache coherence protocols. Moreover, the complexity of the protocol is low since no additional coherence states are created. However, the proposed classifier incurs a 5.6KB per-core storage overhead. On a set of parallel benchmarks, the locality-aware protocol reduces average energy consumption by 26% and completion time by 16%, when compared to the state-of-the-art Reactive-NUCA multicore cache management scheme.
INTRODUCTION
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A large monolithic on-chip cache that holds the application working set, does not scale beyond a small number of cores, and the only practical option is to physically distribute on-chip cache in pieces so that every core is near some portion of the cache [Bell et al. 2008] . In theory this provides a large amount of aggregate cache capacity and fast private cache hierarchy for each core. Unfortunately, it is difficult to manage the distributed cache and network resources effectively since they require architectural support for cache coherence and consistency under the ubiquitous shared memory model. Popular directory-based coherence protocols enable fast local caching to exploit data locality, but scale poorly with increasing core count [Agarwal et al. 1988; Martin et al. 2012] . Many recent proposals have addressed directory scalability in singlechip multicores using sharer compression techniques or limited directories [Sanchez and Kozyrakis 2012; Zhao et al. 2010; Zebchuk et al. 2009; Eisley et al. 2006 ]. Yet, fast private caches still suffer from two major problems: (1) due to capacity constraints, they cannot hold the working set of applications that operate on massive data, and (2) due to frequent communication between cores, data is often displaced from them [Kurian et al. 2013] . This leads to an increase in the sensitivity to on-chip network bandwidth, latency, and energy efficiency since an increasingly higher fraction of memory access is spent in the network. Additionally, the request rate to the Last-Level Cache (LLC) is also increased. Hence, unnecessary data movement not only impacts memory access latency, but also incurs wasteful energy consumption of the network and cache resources [Borkar 2007; Kaul et al. 2012] .
Keeping computation local can help reduce the on-chip traffic and improve the utilization of cache resources. In this regard, efficient use of local per-core cache hierarchy is of utmost importance. Since the working sets of applications rarely fit within the L1 cache of a two-level local cache hierarchy, bypassing the L1 cache for data that has low reuse (low spatiotemporal locality) frees up space for more useful and high locality data. Similarly, creating replicas for data with high reuse in the local LLC slice while bypassing for other data brings more useful data closer to the requesting core, thereby reducing on-chip traffic. Local computation and reduced on-chip communication can lead to a scalable and efficient multicore architecture.
Motivation for Selective Caching in Multicore Cache Hierarchy
Reuse-aware cache management schemes have been proposed for multicore cache hierarchies. The recently proposed locality-aware cache coherence protocol [Kurian et al. 2013 ] is motivated by the observation that cache lines exhibit varying degrees of reuse at the private (L1) caches. A traditional cache coherence scheme that replicates data in the private caches is employed for high-reuse data. Low-reuse data is handled efficiently using a word-level remote access [Fensch and Cintra 2008] mechanism that directs load and store requests to the core's shared LLC cache slice without allocating data in the private cache levels.
The locality-aware data replication in the LLC [Kurian et al. 2014 ] also builds on the idea of cache lines exhibiting varying degrees of reuse at the LLC. A cache-line level classifier differentiates between low-and high-reuse cache lines. Low-reuse cache lines are accessed at the LLC slices that are marked as their respective home location (determined by the on-chip data placement policy). High-reuse cache lines are replicated and accessed at the local LLC slice of the requesting core.
The proposed protocol is motivated by the observation that both previous cache management schemes enable variable performance and energy improvements for individual benchmarks, and to the best of our knowledge no scheme optimizes for data locality in all levels of a multicore cache hierarchy. Although the previously mentioned schemes efficiently manage the private-L1 and the shared-LLC caches separately, they leave the other one unmanaged. The need to intelligently manage the whole cache hierarchy exists to efficiently execute a wide range of workloads with varying access patterns, degree of sharing, and reuse at the L1 cache and the LLC.
Proposed Idea
We propose a Locality-Aware Data Access Control protocol (LDAC) to holistically manage all levels of the multicore cache hierarchy. LDAC adapts to cache line reuse at both L1 cache and the LLC to better utilize cache and network resources, and eliminate unnecessary on-chip traffic. When a core makes a memory request that misses the private L1 cache, the coherence protocol either brings the entire cache line using a traditional directory protocol, or just accesses the requested word at the LLC location. The LLC location can either be a replica at the local LLC slice of the requesting core, or the home location at a remote LLC slice. The decision to make a cache line replica or not at the local LLC slice is based on the spatiotemporal locality of that cache line. We propose a low-overhead (5.6KB storage per core) yet highly accurate in-hardware predictive mechanism to track and classify the reuse of each cache line in the L1 cache and the LLC. This reuse tracking mechanism is decoupled from the sharer tracking structures that cause scalability concerns in traditional cache coherence protocols. Following are the key contributions of the proposed protocol:
(1) Enables lower data access latency and energy consumption by selectively bypassing L1 cache for low-locality data, and/or selectively replicating high-locality cache lines in the LLC slice of the requesting core. LDAC improves utilization of each core's local cache hierarchy, and thereby eliminates unnecessary on-chip traffic due to eviction, write back, and invalidation of cache lines with low reuse. (2) Allows coherence complexity almost identical to that of a traditional nonhierarchical coherence protocol since replicas are only allowed to be placed at the local cache hierarchy of the requesting core. Moreover, memory consistency is guaranteed trivially for in-order cores. However, speculative out-of-order cores utilize a recently proposed timestamp-based memory consistency violation detection scheme that incurs a per-core storage overhead of 2.2KB [Kurian et al. 2015] . LDAC implements an in-hardware classifier that tracks and classifies reuse of cache lines. A novel classifier organization is proposed that ensures good performance with a per-core storage overhead of 5.6KB.
BASELINE SYSTEM
The baseline system is a tiled multicore with an electrical 2D mesh interconnection network, and a two-level cache hierarchy per core. Each core consists of a compute pipeline, private-L1 instruction and data caches, a physically distributed inclusive shared-LLC (L2 cache) with integrated directory, and a network router. Cache coherence is maintained using a directory-based MESI protocol. The coherence directory is integrated with the LLC slices by extending the tag arrays (in-cache directory organization [Censier and Feautrier 1978; Bell et al. 2008] ) and tracks the sharing status of the cache lines in the per-core private L1 caches. The private L1 caches are kept coherent using the ACKwise limited directory-based coherence protocol . Some cores have a connection to a memory controller as well. The mesh network uses dimension-order X-Y routing and wormhole flow control. The shared LLC is managed using Reactive-NUCA's data placement, replication, and migration mechanisms [Hardavellas et al. 2009 ]. Private data is placed at the LLC slice of the requesting core, shared data is address interleaved across all LLC slices, and instructions are replicated at a single LLC slice for every cluster of four cores using a rotational interleaving mechanism. Private data is placed at the LLC slice of the requesting core and shared data is address interleaved across all LLC slices. Reactive-NUCA also proposed replicating instructions at a cluster level (e.g., four cores) using a rotational interleaving mechanism. However, this mechanism is not used since the proposed scheme can replicate all types of cache lines.
LOCALITY-AWARE CACHE HIERARCHY MANAGEMENT

System Overview
The key idea of locality-aware multicore cache management is to attempt to only replicate a cache line in the local cache hierarchy of the requesting core, where it can exploit locality. Cache lines heavily reused by a core's L1 and/or L2 cache should be replicated in the respective cache level. A core's local cache hierarchy may show cache access patterns where it might be beneficial to either replicate a cache line in both L1 and L2, or just one of the two levels. For example, if the working set thrashes the local L1, it may be still beneficial to cache that data in local L2 cache, granted it shows good reuse at that level. As another example, if the working set perfectly fits in the L1, then it is beneficial to not replicate cache lines in the L2 to save unnecessary insertions, or occupy L2 space that could be used for other useful data. Shared data (including instructions) also plays a key role in the selection of where in the local cache hierarchy it should be cached. For frequently written shared data, cache line invalidations or write-backs add significant latency and energy overheads. Therefore, for such type of data it is useful to not replicate in the requesting core's cache hierarchy, and just access the word at the home L2 cache (where the directory resides) using the auxiliary remote access protocol [Kurian et al. 2013 [Kurian et al. , 2015 . On the other hand, shared data that is more frequently read by one or more cores benefits from replicating it in the requesting core's cache hierarchy. Again, based on the reuse of a cache line at the local cache hierarchy, it may be beneficial to either replicate it in the L1 and/or L2 cache locations.
To implement the locality-aware local cache hierarchy replication strategy, four replication modes are defined on top of the baseline system.
(1) L1-Private-L2-Remote: Replicate cache line at requesting core's L1 cache only. This is the default mode that is also the access mode for traditional cache coherence protocols. (2) L1-Private-L2-Private: Replicate cache line at both L1 and L2 cache locations of the requesting core. (3) L1-Remote-L2-Private: Only replicate cache line at the L2 cache location of the requesting core. In this mode the cache line is not inserted in the L1 cache of the requesting core. If the core performs a load or store operation, the word is accessed at the local L2 cache. (4) L1-Remote-L2-Remote: Cache line is not inserted in the local cache hierarchy of the requesting core. If the core performs a load or store operation, the word is accessed at the home L2 cache location. In case the home L2 cache is on another core, a round-trip message is sent over the on-chip network. The replication locations are also defined to illuminate the modes.
(1) L1 Replica Location: A requesting core's private L1 cache.
(2) L2 Home Location: The home L2 cache location of a cache line, where it is first brought on chip. It is determined by data placement policy, and maintains the directory information for cache coherence. (3) L2 Replica Location: A requesting core's L2 cache that is granted a replica of a cache line.
The top part of Figure 1 demonstrates different modes of a cache line in LDAC. The lower left core's L2 cache is the L2 Home location of that cache line. Core has the cache line in L1-Private-L2-Remote mode. Thus, it is replicated at the L1 Replica Location. Core accesses the cache line directly at its L1 cache to exploit locality. Core has the cache line in L1-Private-L2-Private mode; it is replicated in both L1 Replica Location and L2 Replica Location. Core accesses the cache line directly at its L1 cache. In case the cache line is evicted frequently (due to limited L1 capacity) from 's L1 cache, it will hit in the local L2 cache. Core has the cache line in L1-Remote-L2-Remote mode. The cache line is replicated neither in the L1 nor the L2 cache of . Core accesses the requested word using the remote access protocol at the L2 Home location. Core has the cache line in L1-Remote-L2-Private mode. The cache line is only replicated in L2 Replica Location. Core accesses the cache line using word requests at its local L2 cache.
The bottom part of Figure 1 shows the microarchitecture modifications (in orange) needed on top of the baseline machine to support the four local cache hierarchy replication modes. LDAC adds in-hardware structures to track cache line level reuse at the L1 and L2 caches, as well as a classifier that intelligently utilizes the reuse information to adapt the replication decisions. The protocol details are explained in Section 3.2, however, the basic ideas are outlined first. Each cache line entry in the L1 and L2 cache tag is extended with reuse bits (L1-Private Reuse and L2-Replica Reuse) to track the reuse of the cache line at the L1 replica and L2 replica locations, respectively. This reuse information is updated on each access that hits in the L1 or L2 cache of the requesting core, and communicated to the home L2 cache when the replica cache line is removed. The purpose of this reuse information is to quantify whether a requesting core shows enough reuse at one or both cache levels at the local cache hierarchy. The home L2 location is equipped with a classifier that is responsible for making decisions about whether a cache line should be allowed a replica copy in the requesting core's cache hierarchy or not. In case the cache line is not allowed to be replicated in the requesting core's L1 or L2, or both L1 and L2 cache levels, the classifier maintains reuse information that tracks how often a core accesses the cache line at the L2 home location (L1-Remote Reuse and L2-Home Reuse are used to predict the potential to later promote the cache line for replication in the requesting core's L1 and L2 caches, respectively). The classifier also tracks the replication mode decision (L1-Mode and L2-Mode), which is updated on each access to the home L2 cache. A classifier is maintained for each core, such as for a p core system; the Core ID would be an index from 1 to p. This assumption will be removed in Section 3.3.1, where a storage efficient implementation of the classifier is presented.
Protocol Operation
In the baseline per-core private-shared inclusive cache hierarchy, after a core accesses data, it is placed in the home L2 cache determined by the data placement policy, and replicated in the requesting core's private L1 cache (L1 replica). The proposed LDAC protocol enables a flexible replication policy where each cache line is either replicated in the L1 and/or the L2 cache of the requesting core, or it is not allowed to be replicated at all. For each requesting core, the replication mode of a cache line switches between four modes based on the tracked reuse. The cache line reuse at various cache locations is maintained in hardware structures shown in Figure 1 , and defined as follows.
(1) L1-Private Reuse: The number of times a cache line is accessed (read or written) by a core in its L1 cache before it gets invalidated or evicted. As shown in Figure 1 , it is tracked at the requester's L1 cache. The L1-Mode of the cache line is set to private ("1") when its reuse is above a threshold, called Private to Remote threshold for L1 P2R-L1. Otherwise, it is set to remote ("0"), which disallows replication of the cache line in the requester's L1 cache. (2) L1-Remote Reuse: The number of times a cache line is accessed by a core at the home L2 cache before it is brought into its L1 cache or gets written to by another core. As shown in Figure 1 , it is tracked at the home L2 cache. This reuse counter is updated when the L1-Mode of the cache line is in remote mode, and the classifier uses this information to make the decision for transitioning from remote to private mode. (3) L2-Replica Reuse: The number of times a cache line is accessed at L2 replica location before it is invalidated or evicted. As shown in Figure 1 , it is tracked at the classifier in the L2 replica location. The L2-Mode of the cache line is set to private ("1") when its reuse is above a threshold, called Private to Remote threshold for L2 P2R-L2. Otherwise, it is set to remote ("0"), which disallows replication of the cache line in the requester's L2 cache. (4) L2-Home Reuse: The number of times a cache line is accessed by a core at its home L2 cache before it is brought into its L2 cache or gets written to by another core. As shown in Figure 1 , it is tracked at the home L2 cache, and updated when the L2-Mode of the cache line is in remote mode. The classifier uses this reuse information to make the decision for transitioning from remote to private mode, in which case the cache line would be allowed to replicate in the requester's L2 cache.
When a cache line is first brought on chip, it is inserted at the L2 home location. The L2 cache then hands out a private replica to the requesting core's L1 cache. Note that when a cache line is brought in from off-chip memory, it is in the default L1-Private-L2-Remote mode. The classifier at the L2 home cache initializes the L2-Home Reuse counter to "1," and hands out a copy of the cache line to the requesting core. The core then tracks the locality of the cache line by initializing the L1-Private Reuse counter in its L1 cache tag to "1" and incrementing this counter for every subsequent read or write. This reuse is communicated to the classifier through coherence messages due to L1 cache eviction or invalidation. On a subsequent access, the classifier determines whether the cache line should be replicated at the L1, or L2, or both L1 and L2 caches of the requesting core (L1 replica and L2 replica locations). Note that the classifier at the L2 replica location uses its L2-Replica Reuse counter to track the number of times the cache line at the L2 replica location has been reused. Based on this reuse, the classifier at the L2 replica location only determines whether the cache line should be replicated at the L1 of that core (L1 replica location). Again, this counter is communicated back to the classifier at L2 home location on an invalidation or eviction, which determines future replication decisions.
To understand the protocol operation, let us consider read requests first, write requests next, and finally evictions and invalidations.
Read Requests.
At L1 Cache: On a read request (includes an instruction cache access), first the L1 cache is looked up. If the cache line is present, it is returned to the compute pipeline and the L1-Private Reuse counter at the L1 cache (shown in Figure 1 ) is incremented. Otherwise, the request is sent to the L2 replica location.
At L2 Replica: If the cache line L2 replica exists, the classifier is looked up to get the L1-Mode. Since the L2 replica exists, the L2-Mode can only be L2-Private. If the mode is L1-Private-L2-Private, then a read-only copy of the cache line is transferred back to the requesting core. It is inserted into the L1 cache with the L1-Private Reuse counter initialized to "1." If the mode is L1-Remote-L2-Private, then the L1-Remote Reuse counter at the L2 replica location is incremented to indicate that the cache line was reused at its L2 replica location. As shown in Figure 2 , if the L1-Remote Reuse counter is ≥ P2R-L1, the cache line is promoted to L1-Private-L2-Private mode and a cache line copy is handed to the requesting core. Else, the requested word is returned to the core, without replicating the cache line in L1 cache. Finally, the L2-Replica Reuse counter at the L2 replica is also incremented on each word access to indicate that the cache line has been reused at the L2 replica location.
At L2 Home: If the cache line is not present at the L2 replica location, the request is forwarded to the L2 home location. If the cache line is present at the L2 home location, then the classifier is looked up to get the mode of the cache line. Otherwise, the cache line is brought from the off-chip memory. If the classifier indicates that the cache line is L2-Private, then the line is sent to the requesting core's L2 cache (L2 replica location) and the L1 mode provided by the classifier (L1-Private or L1-Remote) 37:8 Q. Shi et al. Fig. 2 . The replication mode of a cache line is determined based on its reuse at the L1 and L2 cache levels. The mode can be promoted from remote to private, or demoted from private to remote.
at the L2 home is used to initialize the L1 mode at the L2 replica location. On the other hand, if the classifier returns L2 mode as L2-Remote, then the L2-Home Reuse counter at the classifier is incremented. If the L2-Home Reuse is ≥ P2R-L2, then the cache line is promoted to L2-Private as shown in Figure 2 , and it is sent to the requesting core's L2 cache. Otherwise, the L2 mode remains unchanged as L2-Remote, and L1 mode is checked at the L2 home location. If the L1 mode is L1-Private, the cache line is sent to the L1 cache, else the L1-Remote Reuse counter is incremented. In case the L1-Remote Reuse is ≥ P2R-L1, the mode is transitioned from L1-Remote-L2-Remote to L1-Private-L2-Remote (as shown in Figure 2 ), and the cache line is sent to the L1 cache. Otherwise, the requested word is directly sent to the core, and the L1-Remote Reuse counter at the L2 home location is incremented.
At DRAM Controller: If the data is not present at the L2 home location, the request is forwarded to the DRAM controller. Once the cache line is returned from DRAM, the classifier is initialized to default L1-Private-L2-Remote mode. Consequently, the cache line is to the requesting core's L1 cache.
Write Requests.
At L1 Cache: On a write request the L1 cache is looked up. If the cache line is present and in Modified (M) or Exclusive (E) state, then the word (i.e., write data) is directly written to the L1 cache. The L1-Private Reuse counter at the L1 cache tag is incremented to indicate that the cache line has been reused. Otherwise, the request is sent to the L2 replica location.
At L2 Replica: If the cache line is present at the L2 replica location and in M or E state, then the classifier is looked up to get the mode of the cache line. If the mode is L1-Private-L2-Private, then it is inserted into the L1 cache with the L1-Private Reuse counter initialized to "1." If the mode is L1-Remote-L2-Private, then the L1-Remote Reuse at the L2 replica location is incremented to indicate that the cache line was reused at its remote location. If the L1-Remote Reuse counter is ≥P2R-L1, the sharer is promoted to L1-Private-L2-Private mode and a shared read-write copy of the cache line is handed to it. Else, the word is directly written to the L2 cache at L2 replica location. The L2-Replica Reuse counter is also incremented to indicate that the cache line has been reused at the L2 replica location. If the cache line is not present at the L2 replica location, or it is in Shared (S) state, the write request is sent to the L2 home location.
At L2 Home: If the cache line is present at the L2 home location, then the directory (colocated with the L2 home) performs the following actions: (1) It invalidates all the replicas of the cache line as described in Section 3.2.3, which includes triggering the mode transition as shown in Figure 2 , and resetting the reuse counters. (2) Based on the updated mode, it handles the write request accordingly. After the invalidation process, if the classifier indicates that the L2 mode is L2-Private, a private read-write copy of the cache line is sent to the L2 replica location. Similar to read request, then the L1 mode in the L2 replica classifier is initialized accordingly. On the other hand, if the classifier returns an L2-Remote mode, then the L2-Home Reuse counter in the classifier is incremented and no L2 replica is sent. Then, if the classifier indicates that the L1-Mode is L1-Private, a private read-write copy of the cache line is sent to the L1 cache. However, if the cache line is in L1-Remote mode, the word is directly written to the L2 cache and the L1-Remote Reuse counter at the L2 home location is incremented.
At DRAM Controller: Same as read request, if the data is not present at the L2 home location, the request is forwarded to the DRAM controller. When the cache line is returned from DRAM, the classifier is initialized to L1-Private-L2-Remote mode.
Evictions and Invalidations.
Invalidations: When a core requests to get an exclusive copy of a cache line, invalidation requests are initiated from the directory at the L2 home location to all the sharer cores. (Note that evictions can also trigger invalidations, which is discussed in the next paragraph.) When a core gets an invalidation request, both L1 and L2 replica locations are probed and invalidated. An acknowledgment is sent back if a valid cache line is found. In the case in which the cache line is in L1-Remote-L2-Remote mode, no acknowledgment is sent. In the case in which the cache line is in L1-Private-L2-Remote mode, the L1-Private Reuse is sent back to the L2 home location. In the classifier at L2 home location, if (L1-Remote Reuse + L1-Private Reuse) < P2R-L1, the mode of the cache line is demoted to L1-Remote-L2-Remote, as shown in Figure 2 . Otherwise the mode stays as is. In the case in which the cache line is in L1-Private-L2-Private or L1-Remote-L2-Private mode, L2-Replica Reuse in the classifier at L2 replica location is sent back to the L2 home location. In the classifier at L2 home location, if (L2-Home Reuse + L2-Replica Reuse) < P2R-L2, the mode of the cache line is demoted to L1-Private-L2-Remote mode or L1-Remote-L2-Private mode accordingly, as shown in Figure 2 . Then L1-Remote Reuse and L2-Home Reuse counters of the sharer cores are reset to '0' after they are invalidated.
Evictions: When a cache line is evicted from the L1 replica location, an acknowledgment is sent to L2 cache with the L1-Private Reuse count. In case the cache line is in L1-Private-L2-Private mode, the acknowledgment is sent to the L2 replica location. In the classifier at the L2 replica location, if (L1-Remote Reuse + L1-Private Reuse) < P2R-L1, the mode of the cache line is demoted to L1-Remote-L2-Private, as shown in Figure 2 . If the cache line is in L1-Private-L2-Remote mode, the acknowledgment is sent to the L2 home location. Similarly, in the case of (L1-Remote Reuse + L1-Private Reuse) > P2R-L1, its mode is demoted to L1-Remote-L2-Remote. When a cache line is evicted from the L2 replica location, the cache line is invalidated from the L1 replica location of that core (if it exists), and the L2-Replica Reuse count is sent with an acknowledgment to the L2 home location. The mode in the classifier at the L2 home location is then updated based on (L2-Home Reuse + L2-Replica Reuse). When a cache line is evicted from the L2 home location, all L1 and L2 replicas are invalidated using the same process as described earlier.
Optimizations
3.3.1. Limited Entry Locality Classifier. The classifier organization described so far keeps track of locality information for all cache lines in the shared L2 cache. Moreover, for each tracked cache line it maintains storage bits for all cores in the system. This Complete locality classifier has a storage overhead of >90% at 64 cores, and over 15× at 1,024 cores. LDAC implements a storage efficient classifier in hardware that builds on the idea of tracking a limited number of cache lines, as well as a limited number of cores per cache line.
First, a classifier that tracks a limited number of cores per cache line is described. Figure 3 shows this classifier that maintains a list of the locality information for a limited number of cores (k), and is termed the Limited k classifier. At startup, all entries in the limited locality list are free and this is denoted by marking all core IDs as Invalid. When a core makes a request to the L2 home location, the directory first checks if the core is already being tracked by the limited locality list. If so, the actions described previously are carried out. Else, the directory checks if a free entry exists. If it does exist, it allocates the entry to the core and the same actions are carried out. Otherwise, the directory checks if a currently tracked core can be replaced. An ideal candidate for replacement is a core that is currently not using the cache line. Such a core is termed an inactive sharer and should relinquish its entry to a core in need of it. A replica core becomes inactive on an L2 invalidation or an eviction. A nonreplica core becomes inactive on a write by another core. If such a replacement candidate exists, its entry is allocated to the requesting core. The initial replication mode of the core is obtained by taking a majority vote of the modes of the tracked cores. This is done so as to start off the requester in its most probable mode. Finally, if no replacement candidate exists, the mode for the requesting core is obtained by taking a majority vote of the modes of all the tracked cores. The limited locality list is left unchanged. It should be noted that if the number of tracked sharers is an even number, the majority vote decision is biased toward the default L1-Private-L2-Remote mode. For example, in k = 2, both the sharers need to be in "remote" mode for L1 classification for the vote to be L1-Remote. Similarly, both the sharers need to be in "private" mode for the majority vote to be L2-Private. The intuition behind the biased majority voting is that the classifier tries to maintain the L1-Private-L2-Remote mode, unless it is proven that the other mode will benefit more. The storage overhead for the Limited k classifier is directly proportional to the number of cores (k) for which locality information is tracked. Section 3.5 outlines the storage overheads for the Limited k classifier, whereas Section 5.2 evaluates the performance and energy trade-offs for the Limited k classifier.
To further reduce the storage overhead, the classifier is modified to track a limited number of cache lines on top of the Limited k classifier. As shown in Figure 3 , the limited cache line classifier is implemented as a set-associative cache-like structure that is accessed in parallel with the L2 cache. Each entry contains the Limited k locality information for one cache line. A new classifier entry is brought in when the cache line is placed in the L2 cache for the first time. When no empty slot is available for a new cache line, an existing entry is replaced based on the Least Recently Used (LRU) replacement policy. In this case, the storage overhead is proportional to the number of cache lines being tracked. Section 3.5 outlines the storage overheads for the limited classifier that tracks a limited number of cache lines, as well as a limited number of cores per cache line. The performance and energy of the limited classifier are evaluated in Section 5.2. Based on empirical observations, the Limited 2 classifier with 512 tracked cache lines is picked, which uses an eight-way set-associative hardware structure.
3.3.2. Remote Access Threshold for L1 Cache. Efficient management of the L1 cache capacity is of utmost importance for maintaining good performance. When a cache line is marked as L1-remote, it is accessed by the requesting core at the L2 replica or L2 home location. When a cache line is promoted from L1-remote to L1-private mode, it is brought into the L1 cache. Under this mode transition, it is important to make the decision such that other L1 cache lines that are equally or better utilized are not evicted, that is, the just promoted cache line does not cause L1 cache pollution. The protocol described so far allows a L1-remote cache line to be promoted to L1-private after a fixed number of accesses (P2R-L1). This can possibly result in cache lines evicting each other and ping-ponging between the L1 and L2 caches. In this section, a method is devised to mitigate this effect for the proposed locality classifier.
We introduce a new threshold, Remote Access Threshold (L1-RAT), for remote-toprivate mode transition for the L1 cache, that is, the number of accesses at which a core transitions from L1-Private mode to L1-Remote mode. L1-RAT serves the following objectives: (1) it decouples the threshold for remote to private mode transition from that for private to remote transition of L1 cache; (2) it dynamically adjusts this threshold based on the observed L1 cache set pressure. Initially, L1-RAT is set equal to P2R-L1. On an invalidation, if the core is classified as remote for L1 cache, L1-RAT is unchanged. This is because the cache set has an invalid line immediately following an invalidation leading to low cache set pressure. However, on an eviction, if the core is demoted to "remote," L1-RAT is increased to a higher level. This is because an eviction signifies higher cache set pressure. By increasing the L1-RAT to a higher level, it becomes harder for the core to be promoted and acquire an L1 replica, thereby counteracting the cache set pressure. If there are back-to-back evictions, with the core demoted to an L1-Remote mode on each of them, L1-RAT-Level is further increased to higher levels. However, L1-RAT is not increased beyond a certain value (RATmax) due to the following two reasons: (1) the core should be able to get an L1 replica if it later shows good locality, and (2) the number of bits needed to track remote utilization should not be too high. The protocol is also equipped with a shortcut in case an invalid cache line exists in the L1 cache. In this case, if remote reuse reaches or rises above P2R-L1, the requesting core is promoted to have an L1 replica since it will not cause cache pollution. On the other hand, if the core is classified as an L1-Private on an eviction or invalidation, L1-RAT is reset to its starting value of P2R-L1. Doing this is essential because it provides the core an opportunity to relearn its classification.
In order to reduce the storage overhead, L1-RAT-Level is implemented in the classifier (as shown in Figure 3) , to calculate the L1-RAT value. The number of RAT levels used is abbreviated as nRATlevels, which is the number of steps from P2R-L1 to RATmax. Based on empirical observations, RATmax = 16 and nRATlevels = 2 are used.
3.3.3. L2 Replica Locations. In LDAC, the location where a L2 replica is placed is always the L2 cache of the requesting core. An additional method by which one could explore the trade-off between L2 hit latency and L2 miss rate is by replicating at a cluster level. A cluster is defined as a group of neighboring cores where there is at most one L2 replica for a cache line. Increasing the size of a cluster would increase L2 hit latency and decrease L2 miss rate, and decreasing the cluster size would have the opposite effect. The optimal replication algorithm would optimize the cluster size so as to maximize the performance and energy benefits. Based on empirical observations (similar to the observations in Kurian et al. [2014] ), cluster-level replication was not found to be beneficial in the evaluated 64-core system.
Discussion
3.4.1. Speculative Execution and Memory Consistency Violation Detection. The popular Total Store Order (TSO) memory model is considered in this article. The TSO model can be implemented by enforcing the following two constraints: (1) Load operations wait (i.e., without being issued to the cache subsystem) until all previous loads and fences complete; (2) store operations and fences wait until all previous loads, stores, and fences complete. Since instructions are issued, completed and committed serially in an in-order core, enforcing TSO consistency is trivial. However, a memory transaction that misses in the L1 cache takes several (∼10-100) cycles to complete. Since in-order cores do not allow speculative execution, this latency cannot be overlapped as is possible in an Out-Of-Order (OOO) core that enables instruction and memory level parallelism. In an OOO core an instruction can complete before previous instructions; such as two loads can complete out of order. In case there are interleaving stores to the same address, the second load may consume the stale value and violate TSO ordering. This has been traditionally resolved by relying on cache coherence messages and performing a consistency violation detection check at the commit time of each load operation. If an invalidation is observed for the load address before committing the load operation, the core pipeline is rolled back and the execution is restarted from the load operation.
However, under LDAC the L1 cache allocation is disallowed in the L1-Remote mode. In this case, there would not be any invalidation messages for speculative OOO remote word accesses. Therefore, traditional coherence message based consistency violation detection becomes ineffective. Recently, Kurian et al. [2015] proposed a timestampbased consistency violation detection scheme that enables speculative execution under invalidation-free data access protocols, similar to LDAC. In an OOO speculative core, each load and store operation is assigned an associated timestamp and a simple arithmetic check is done at commit time to ensure that memory consistency has not been violated. The timestamp mechanism is efficient due to the observation that consistency violations occur due to conflicting accesses that have temporal proximity (i.e., within a few cycles of each other), thus requiring timestamps to be stored only for a small time window. This technique works completely in hardware and requires only 2.2KB of storage per core. Note that this timestamp consistency detection scheme is not required for in-order core type since serialization of data classified as remote does not hamper performance.
Coherence Complexity.
The local L2 cache is always looked up on an L1 cache miss or eviction. Additionally, both the L1 and L2 caches are probed on every asynchronous coherence request (i.e., invalidate, downgrade, flush, or write-back). This is needed because the directory only has a single pointer to track the local cache hierarchy of each core. This method also allows the coherence complexity to be similar to that of a nonhierarchical (flat) coherence protocol.
To avoid the latency and energy overhead of searching the L2 replica, one may want to optimize the handling of asynchronous requests, or decide intelligently whether to look up the local L2 cache on a cache miss or eviction. In order to enable such an optimization, additional sharer tracking bits are needed at the directory and L1 cache. Moreover, additional network message types are needed to relay coherence information between the L2 home and other actors.
In order to evaluate whether this additional coherence complexity is worthwhile, the LDAC protocol is compared to a dynamic oracle that has perfect information about whether a cache line is present in the local L2 cache. The dynamic oracle avoids all unnecessary L2 lookups. The completion time and energy difference when compared to the dynamic oracle was less than 1%. Hence, in the interest of avoiding the additional complexity, the L2 replica is always looked up for the preceding coherence requests.
Classifier Organization.
The classifier for the LDAC protocol is organized using a physically distributed set-associative cache tag-like structure alongside the associated home L2 cache. This makes the classifier decoupled from the directory and L2 cache. The storage overhead for the classifier is calculated in Section 3.5. A separate lookup is required for the classifier and the directory/L2 cache. Even though these lookups are performed in parallel with no latency overhead, the energy expended to look up the classifier needs to be paid.
3.4.4. Three-Level Cache Hierarchy per Core. LDAC can be extended for three-level cache hierarchy with similar benefits and overhead shown in this article. From the point of protocol operation, LDAC focuses on a private-shared cache organization, and it is not sensitive to the number of cache levels. For a private-L1-private-L2-shared-L3 cache organization, it can selectively bypass both private caches together for low-reuse data, and selectively replicate in the shared L3 cache for high-reuse data. From the point of performance, LDAC maintains its benefits from efficiently utilizing the caches. Note that a sharing miss does not depend on the private cache size, thus it can benefit the same way as converting costly sharing misses into word misses. From the point of overheads, LDAC does not require additional storage overhead due to more cache levels. The classifier size is proportional to the size of the last level cache (details in Section 3.5). For three-level cache, the classifier would be only implemented in the L3 level, while only reuse tracking bits with minimum overhead are needed in the private caches.
Overheads
3.5.1. Storage. The LDAC protocol requires extra bits at the L1 and L2 tag arrays to track cache line reuse information. Each L1 cache tag requires 2 bits for private reuse counter (assuming an optimal P2R-L1 of 4). The storage overhead per core for L1 cache tags, for an L1 I-Cache of 16KB and L1 D-Cache of 32KB, is 2 × (16+32) 512 = 0.19KB. We neglect this in future calculations since it is a small overhead.
The Complete classifier at the L2 cache is evaluated first. Tracking one core requires 1 bit to store the L2-Mode, 2 bits for the L2-Home Reuse counter, 1 bit to store the L1-Mode, 4 bits for the L1-Remote Reuse, and 1 bit to store the L1-RAT-Level. Hence, a Complete classifier for a 64-core processor requires an additional 576 (= 64 × 9) bits of storage per L2 tag entry.
The Limited 2 classifier tracks the reuse information for two cores. Tracking one core requires 6 bits to store the core ID (for a 64-core processor), 1 bit to store the L2-Mode, 2 bits for the L2-Home Reuse counter, 1 bit to store the L1-Mode, 4 bits for the L1-Remote Reuse, and 1 bit to store the L1-RAT-level. Hence, the Limited 2 classifier requires an additional 30 (=2 × 15) bits of storage per L2 tag entry.
The Limited-entry Limited 2 classifier requires 30 bits of storage per tracked L2 cache line, similar to Limited 2 classifier. The reduction comes from tracking a limited number of cache lines. Each tracked cache line now needs 40 bits for the tag, 1 bit for the valid bit, 3 bits for the LRU along with 30 bits for Limited 2 classifier. The total overhead for each tracked cache line is 74 bits.
All the following calculations are for one core but they are applicable for the entire processor since all the cores are identical. The sizes of the per-core L1 and L2 caches used in the system are shown in Table I . Each directory entry requires 2 bits for the L2-Replica Reuse counter (assuming an optimal P2R-L2 of 3). The storage overhead of the replica reuse bit is 2 × = 288KB per core. We propose the 512-entry Limited 2 classifier for LDAC.
3.5.2. Cache Accesses. Updating the private reuse counter in a cache requires a readmodify-write operation on every cache hit. This is true even if the cache access is a read. However, the reuse counter, being just 2 bits in length, can be stored in the tag array. Since the tag array already needs to be written on every cache hit to update the replacement policy (e.g., LRU) counters, the LDAC protocol does not incur any additional cache accesses.
Updating the replica reuse counter in the local L2 slice requires a read-modify-write operation on each replica hit. However, since the replica reuse counter (being 2 bits) is stored in the L2 tag array that needs to be written on each L2 cache lookup to update the LRU counters, the LDAC protocol does not add any additional tag accesses.
At the home location, the lookup/update of the reuse information in the classifier is performed concurrently with the lookup/update of the sharer list for a cache line. This additional expense is accounted in the evaluation.
3.5.3. Network Traffic. The LDAC protocol could create network traffic overhead due to the following three reasons:
(1) The private reuse counter has to be sent along with the acknowledgment to the directory on an invalidation or an eviction. (2) In addition to the cache line address, the cache line offset and the memory access length has to be communicated during every cache miss. This is because the requester does not know whether it is a private or remote sharer (only the directory maintains this information as explained previously). (3) The data word(s) to be written has (have) to be communicated on every cache miss due to the same reason.
Some of these overheads can be hidden, while others are accounted for during evaluation. (1) Sending back the reuse counter can be accomplished without creating additional network flits. For a 48-bit physical address and 64-bit flit size, an invalidation message requires 42 bits for the physical cache line address, 12 bits for the sender and receiver core IDs, and 2 bits for the reuse counter. The remaining 8 bits suffice for storing the message type. (2) The cache line offset needs to be communicated but not the memory access length.
We profiled the memory access lengths for the benchmarks evaluated and found it to be 64 bits in the common case. Memory accesses that are ≤64 bits in length are rounded-up to 64 bits, while those >64 bits always fetch an entire cache line. Only 1 bit is needed to indicate this difference. (3) The data word to be written (64 bits in length) is always communicated to the directory on a write miss in the L1 cache. This overhead is accounted for in our evaluation.
EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
We evaluate a 64-core simulated multicore processor. The default architectural parameters used for the evaluation are shown in Table I .
Performance Models
Detailed experiments are performed using single-issue in-order core type, a two-level per-core cache hierarchy, directory coherence protocol, on-chip mesh interconnection network, and memory system models implemented within the Graphite multicore simulator . For sensitivity to core type, a single-issue out-of-order core based multicore system is also evaluated. All mechanisms and protocol overheads discussed in Sections 3 are modeled. The electrical mesh interconnection network uses XY routing. The network delay consists of three parts: router latency, link latency, and contention delay. Since modern network-on-chip routers are pipelined [Dally and Towles 2004] , and two-or even one-cycle per hop router latency [Park et al. 2012 ] has been demonstrated, we model a two-cycle per hop delay (one-cycle for router and link delay each). The contention delay accumulates from the router at each hop. Each router has five output queues (north, east, south, west, and self) that model the contention delay using a history-tree queue model. Similar contention delay modeling is in place for other multicore shared hardware resources, such as the shared cache slices and the memory controllers. We measure the completion time, that is, the time in a parallel region of the benchmark; this is further broken down into the following categories: (1) Cold misses occur to a cache line that has never been previously brought into the L1 cache. (2) Capacity misses occur to a cache line that was brought in previously but later evicted to make room for another cache line. (3) Sharing misses occur to a cache line that was brought in previously but was invalidated or downgraded due to a read/write request by another core. (4) Word misses occur to a cache line that is remotely accessed.
Each miss type is further divided into Local and Remote: Local refers to a hit in the local L2 slice (same core); Remote refers to a hit in a remote L2 slice (another core).
Energy Models
We evaluate just dynamic energy of the memory system components including the cache hierarchy, on-chip network, and DRAM. For energy evaluations of on-chip network routers and links, we use the DSENT ] tool. Energy estimates for the L1-I, L1-D, L2 (with integrated directory) caches, LDAC classifier, and DRAM are obtained using McPAT/CACTI [Li et al. 2009; Thoziyoor et al. 2008 ]. The energy evaluation is performed at the 11nmtechnology node to account for future scaling trends. The DSENT and McPAT tools are extended with models for a trigate 11nm electrical technology node .
Commercial multicores deploy various mechanisms to reduce static energy consumption, such as high threshold transistors (HVT), and aggressive power gating techniques [Powell et al. 2000] . Without evaluating such schemes, static energy evaluation would not be insightful. A thorough static energy analysis is thus outside the scope of this article. However, we note that the proposed classifier size is reasonably small, and can also be power gated. Thus, LDAC would have a similar static power profile as the baseline system, which is expected to follow the trends of completion time.
Application Benchmarks
We simulate seven SPLASH-2 [Woo et al. 1995] benchmarks: five PARSEC [Bienia et al. 2008 ] benchmarks, one Parallel MI Bench [Iqbal et al. 2010 ] benchmark, seven CRONO [Ahmad et al. 2015] benchmarks, and one database management [Yu et al. 2014] benchmark. Each multithreaded benchmark is run to completion using the input sets from Table II .
RESULTS
Comparison of Multicore Cache Management Schemes
In this section, we perform an exhaustive comparison between LDAC and various stateof-art multicore cache hierarchy management schemes.
(1) Reactive-NUCA (R-NUCA): This is the baseline scheme that implements the data placement and migration techniques of R-NUCA [Hardavellas et al. 2009 ]. (2) Private Caching Thread (PCT) scheme: This is the Locality-Aware Adaptive Cache Coherence scheme that selectively enables replication of cache lines in the private L1 cache [Kurian et al. 2013] . However, the L2 cache is logically shared, that is, replication in the requesting core's L2 cache is not allowed. (3) Replica Thread (RT) scheme: This protocol implements the Locality-Aware Data Replication in the last-level L2 cache [Kurian et al. 2014] . However, the private L1 cache is always allocated on a data access by the requesting core. (4) LDAC: This is the proposed LDAC protocol that implements locality-aware replication of cache lines in the requesting core's cache hierarchy (L1 and/or L2 cache).
Completion Time: As shown in Figure 4 , the completion time varies distinctly for different benchmarks, even in R-NUCA baseline. This is mainly due to the inherent characteristics of different benchmarks. Such as, for BODYTRACK over 80% of the completion time is synchronization and only around 5% is memory stalls. This leaves less space to improve the overall performance through more efficient data accesses. On the other hand, benchmarks like SSSP-DIJK, spend a major amount of time in data accesses (>90%), which gives the LDAC greater potential to improve performance. In order to illuminate the magnitude of completion time breakdown for the R-NUCA baseline, let us consider a qualitative analysis of the Breadth First Search (BFS) benchmark. BFS shows that >90% of the completion time breakdown is attributed to memory stalls. Assuming one micro-operation per cycle throughput for nonmemory micro-operations, the percentage of Memory Stalls in the completion time can be calculated by dividing the memory stall by the completion time. Memory stall can be computed by multiplying the number of memory micro-operations by the average memory access latency. The completion time can be computed by adding the memory stall with the number of nonmemory operations (assuming each nonmemory operation observes an ideal throughput of one cycle). From the simulation, the average memory latency of BFS is ∼38 cycles, while every third micro-operation is a memory operation. Thus, BFS observes a memory stall of 95%. This is inline with the memory stall breakdown observed in Figure 4 . The reason why BFS has such a high average memory access latency is mainly due to its 6% sharing miss rate. Each sharing miss generates at least four messages on the network-on-chip: two for request and reply to the directory and at least one invalidation request and response message to the sharer of the cache line. Note that invalidations to multiple sharers can be sent in parallel. Due to a high degree of sharing, BFS observes the effect of 2-3× higher number of messages on the network for each sharing miss. The simulation results indicate ∼76 average network-on-chip delay per message for BFS, and ∼60 of these cycles originate from contention delay in the network. Given an approximate eight messages and 76 cycles per message, the cost of each sharing miss can be calculated as 600 cycles. For a 6% sharing miss rate, the average memory latency would then match the observed value of ∼38 cycles. Figure 4 shows that completion time of the LDAC scheme tracks the best of PCT and RT cache management schemes, and in some cases outperforms both of them. The main reason is that LDAC successfully classifies cache-line level reuse, and either allows or disallows cache line replication at all levels (L1 and L2) of the requesting core's cache hierarchy. As a result, cache lines with high reuse exploit locality at L1 or L2 or both L1 and L2 cache levels. Moreover, low-locality cache lines avoid polluting the local cache hierarchy, and also remove costly invalidations and write-backs for shared data. The result for BFS specifically stands out, primarily because LDAC converts the expensive sharing misses into much cheaper word misses, reducing the memory stall component by a large magnitude. The completion time for the evaluated schemes is dependent primarily on the per-core L1 cache misses. Hence, the L1 cache miss rate is plotted with miss type breakdowns, as shown in Figure 5 .
For most benchmarks, we observe a combined behavior in LDAC, which is shown in Figure 5 . The RT scheme replicates high-reuse cache lines in the local L2 cache of the requesting core, thereby converting capacity misses to remote L2 cache into local L2 replica hits. Moreover, the PCT scheme also successfully classifies a significant number of the cache lines as low reuse at the L1. Hence, it converts many capacity misses into cheaper word misses. The LDAC scheme combines the advantages of both PCT and RT schemes. As shown in Figure 5 , many cache lines in these benchmarks show high reuse at the local L2 replica, however, a significant number of cache lines do not exhibit enough reuse at the L1 cache level. Hence, LDAC observes a significant number of word misses that are now word accesses to the local L2 cache of the requesting core. For example, for BARNES, almost all L1 cache misses under LDAC are classified as local capacity misses or local word misses. This translates into completion time benefits for almost all these benchmarks. The BARNES, BLACKSCHOLES, FACESIM, AND PATRICIA are the largest beneficiaries since they not only take advantage of the PCT scheme, but they also convert a significant number of the L1 misses into local capacity or remote accesses. CONCOMP performance is also improved in PCT and RT schemes individually, however, it is in-between in LDAC. This is because word misses are less costly than capacity misses, as the PCT scheme shows more improvement. When combined, the capacity misses introduced by the RT scheme limit the performance gain, although it is able to convert certain remote capacity misses into local ones. As a result, LDAC outperforms all evaluated schemes for these benchmarks. The VOLREND, WATER-SP, DEDUP, AND BODYTRACK benchmarks perform at par with all evaluated schemes. The OCEAN-NC, FLUIDANIMATE benchmarks do not perform well under the PCT scheme. The reason for their underperformance is that converting capacity misses into word misses may not always result in latency benefits since word misses to remote L2 cache require roundtrip accesses over the on-chip network. This overhead is mitigated with the LDAC scheme that converts many word misses into local L2 cache accesses, therefore avoiding the overheads of the on-chip network. Therefore, the completion time of these benchmarks is observed to improve over the PCT scheme. This is justified by the observed statistics (not plotted in the article) for the network-on-chip. For FLUIDANIMATE, in R-NUCA baseline there are ∼35 million packets (∼147 million flits) injected in the network-on-chip. Under LDAC, the number of packets injected in the network increases to ∼50 million (∼160 million flits). This is because the number of L1 misses is higher, which can also be observed in Figure 5 .
The LU-NC benchmark shows an outlier scenario where the PCT scheme significantly hurts performance since converting capacity misses into multiple word misses results in higher memory stalls. Moreover, these memory stalls occur within the parallel critical sections, resulting in significant synchronization delays. The RT scheme mitigates this overhead and in fact shows an overall performance advantage by converting capacity misses to remote L2 cache into local L2 replica hits. The LDAC scheme attempts to take advantage of the RT scheme but the overheads of PCT still cause memory stalls and synchronization delays.
The TSP, BFS, SSSP-DIJK, TRI-CNT, PAGERANK, and DFS benchmarks observe a significant portion of their L1 cache misses for shared data. Moreover, these shared cache lines observe low reuse at both the L1 and L2 caches of the requesting cores. Therefore, the LDAC scheme follows the PCT trends and converts these sharing misses into much cheaper word misses. The completion time advantage of the PCT scheme for these benchmarks is carried over to the LDAC scheme as well. TPCC also has a large sharing misses portion in its miss rate breakdown. However, they are converted into more word misses in LDAC, which makes its performance follow a similar trend as FLUIDANIMATE.
The RADIX and FFT benchmarks follow PCT, however, since the capacity misses that are converted into word misses do not result in completion time benefits, the same trends are observed for LDAC.
Overall, the LDAC scheme performs well for all evaluated benchmarks. The LDAC scheme improves performance by a geometric mean of 24% (average of 16%), 4%, and 20% over R-NUCA, PCT, and RT schemes, respectively.
Energy Consumption: Figure 6 shows the memory system's dynamic energy consumption breakdown for the evaluated schemes. The PCT and RT schemes incur their classifier overhead as part of the "Directory" component. However, the LDAC implements a stand-alone classifier structure and hence its energy consumption is reported as a separate component. On average, the LDAC scheme performs better than both the PCT and RT schemes, mainly due to reductions in the L1-D cache lookups, as well as reduced on-chip network traffic. Since the word access is cheaper than cache line access, the L2 cache energy component also improves. In most benchmarks, LDAC tracks the best energy consumption among the PCT and RT schemes, and in some benchmarks it even improves upon the best. LDAC can significantly reduce cache and network energy mainly due to the following factors:
(1) Fetching an entire cache line on cache miss is replaced by cheaper word accesses. (2) Since the caching of low-locality data in L1 cache is eliminated, its space is more effectively used for high-locality data, thereby decreasing the evictions. (3) High-locality data can be replicated at local L2 cache, thereby reducing the costly remote accesses to L2 home location on L1 misses. (4) Data that has low locality in L1 cache can be replicated at local L2 cache, which makes word accesses incur even lower cost.
Overall, LDAC improves the energy consumption by a geometric mean of 29% (average of 26%), 6%, and 20% over R-NUCA, PCT, and RT schemes, respectively. Next, we perform sensitivity studies to evaluate how the limited locality classifier and P2R thresholds are configured for LDAC. Finally, we show completion time and energy consumption analysis of LDAC when out-of-order cores are used to configure the multicore system.
Limited Locality Classifier
Figure 7 plots the completion time and energy consumption of the benchmarks with the Limited k classifier when k is varied as (1, 3, 5, 7, 64) . k = 64 corresponds to the complete classifier. The results are normalized to Limited 1 . The experiments are run with the same schemes as in Section 5.1. We observe that the average completion time and energy are not quite sensitive to k values. The Limited 1 has the smallest storage overhead, however, it is more unstable than the other classifiers, due to the fact that only one core is tracked, and its behavior may not be representative. While it performs better than the complete classifier for FLUIDANIMATE, it performs the worst for the BARNES and LU-NC benchmarks. The better energy consumption in FLUIDANIMATE is due to the fact that the Limited 1 classifier starts off new sharers in replica mode as soon as the first sharer acquires replica status. On the other hand, the other classifiers have to learn the mode independently for each sharer leading to a longer training period. Overall, to trade off the storage overhead of our classifier with the energy and completion time improvements, we choose k = 2 as the default for the limited classifier.
On top of the Limited 2 classifier, Figure 8 plots the completion time and energy consumption of different configurations of the classifier. First, we evaluate different numbers of cache line entries using the same associativity (eight-way). As shown in the left figure in Figure 8 , as the number of entries increases, the results approach that of the full classifier. Since the improvement in performance and energy is not significant going from 512 to 1,024 entries, while the storage overhead is doubled, we select the classifier with 512 entries. For similar reasons, we select the eight-way set-associative structure. As a result of this analysis, we choose the 512-entry Limited 2 classifier for LDAC whose overhead is quantified as 5.625KB per core in Section 3.5.
P2R Thresholds
The P2R-L1 and P2R-L2 parameters of the LDAC scheme are individually varied from 1 to 10 and the completion time and energy consumption results are plotted in Figure 9 . The plots show a color gradient normalized to the case with P2R-L1 = 1 and P2R-L2 = 1. The darker color refers to better completion time or energy consumption. The system performs worse when P2R-L2 = 1, since it makes unnecessary L2 replications for all the cache lines. When P2P-L2 is greater than 1, P2R-L1 tends to have a major impact. Overall, we observe that the completion time and energy consumption is high when both P2R-L1 and P2R-L2 values are high. At high thresholds, LDAC makes minimal replicas in both L1 and L2 caches of the requesting cores, which results in low cache utilization and worse performance. When the P2R values are both in middle range, the completion time and energy consumption tend to be optimal. The P2R-L1 of 4 and P2R-L2 of 3 are selected because they provide the best Energy × Delay product among the possible <P2R-L1,P2R-L2> combinations.
Out-of-Order Core Type
In this section, the impact of the OOO core type used to configure a multicore system is evaluated. As discussed in Section 3.4.1, an OOO core implements a timestampbased consistency detection protocol to detect memory consistency violations due to speculative execution.
Figures 10 and 11 show the completion time and energy consumption results for the OOO core based multicore, using the R-NUCA, PCT, RT, and LDAC cache management schemes. The results are for a subset of benchmarks evaluated for the in-order core based system. These benchmarks are chosen to show the various trends in performance and energy consumption. It is immediately apparent that the percentage of time spent in memory and compute stalls is much lower in OOO cores due to their ability to exploit instruction level parallelism through dynamic scheduling. Since an OOO core executes instructions speculatively, long latency operations such as L1 cache misses can be hidden without stalling the pipeline. Hence, all evaluated cache management schemes benefit less for performance when compared to the R-NUCA baseline. However, the energy consumption trends are quite disparate, and on average the LDAC scheme outperforms R-NUCA, PCT, and RT schemes. The timestamp-based memory consistency detection scheme requires additional hardware structures (History Queues) that incur additional overhead for both PCT and LDAC schemes. With the exception of FLUIDANIMATE, all evaluated benchmarks overcome this overhead and improve the energy consumption of LDAC over the R-NUCA baseline. Overall, the LDAC scheme performs well for all evaluated benchmarks. The LDAC scheme improves the completion time by a geometric mean of 20% (average of 18%), 2%, and 7%, and energy by a geometric mean of 19% (average of 21%), 7%, and 10%, over R-NUCA, PCT, and RT schemes, respectively, for the OOO core based multicore.
RELATED WORK
Data access bottlenecks in multicores can be alleviated using intelligent cache hierarchy management. Better LLC partitioning [Qureshi and Patt 2006; Beckmann and Sanchez 2013] and replacement schemes [Qureshi et al. 2007; Jaleel et al. 2010] have been proposed to reduce memory pressure. Better cache placement [Hardavellas et al. 2009; Beckmann and Sanchez 2013] and allocation [Kurian et al. 2013 ] schemes have been proposed to exploit application data locality and reduce network traffic.
CMP-NuRAPID [Chishti et al. 2005 ] only replicates shared read-only data and adds an additional coherence state to maintain coherence for shared read-write data. Adaptive Selective Replication (ASR) [Beckmann et al. 2006] and Enhanced Shared-Private NUCA (ESP-NUCA) [Merino et al. 2010] replicate cache lines in the requester's local LLC slice based on a cost-benefit analysis. Victim replication starts out with a private-L1 and shared-L2 organization and uses the local L2 slice as a victim cache for data that is evicted from the L1 cache. By only replicating the L1 capacity victims, this scheme attempts to combine the low hit latency of private designs with the low off-chip miss rates of shared LLCs. These proposals either do not quickly adapt their policies to dynamic program changes, or replicate cache lines in the LLC without paying attention to their locality. POPS [Hossain et al. 2011] proposes a cache coherence design that adapts coherence activities to data sharing patterns. It enables shifting the coherence management of cache lines to L1 or L2 cache, which lowers the cost of certain coherence misses. POPS replicates private cache lines into local LLC slices when they are evicted. This LLC replication decision is based on classification of cache line sharing patterns, not their reuse. Moreover, POPS does not allow selective bypassing of cache lines at the L1 cache. It relies on coherence management at the L1 cache to improve the cost of sharing misses. Therefore, it does not remove costly sharing misses (and cache line ping pong), but just attempts to minimize their cost. In addition, some of these prior works significantly complicate coherence and do not scale to large core counts.
Proposals that start with a private-L1, private-L2 organization have been proposed [Chang and Sohi 2006; Herrero et al. 2010; Srikantaiah et al. 2011; Lee et al. 2011] . These proposals attempt to improve the negative characteristics of private caches, that is, the low hit rates, and at the same time try to capitalize on the low LLC access latency. They start with a private-private organization and then either spill data into other private caches, or reconfigure the private cache size to reduce the off-chip misses and efficiently utilize the on-chip capacity. However, keeping track of and figuring out where to place the spilled data is challenging by itself. These schemes generally rely on coarse-grain information that is not very accurate. Furthermore, they all suffer from the complex hardware structures required to keep the private caches coherent.
Previously, researchers have studied techniques for management of private caches in the context of uniprocessors. In Cache Bursts [Liu et al. 2008] , the private cache fetches the entire cache line on every miss and evicts it as soon as it is detected to be a dead block. This does not accrue the network traffic or memory access latency benefits that our protocol enables by just fetching a single-use word for low-locality data. Selective caching has been suggested in the context of single processors to selectively cache data in the on-chip caches based on its locality [Tyson et al. 1995; Johnson and Hwu 1997] . Remotely accessing a word without allocating a cache line for it in the private cache has been explored in the past [Fensch and Cintra 2008] .
BIP [Qureshi et al. 2007] and DRRIP [Jaleel et al. 2010 ] optimize the insertion position of a cache line at the home location in the LLC, and do not replicate cache lines. These schemes focus on mitigating the scanning and thrashing effects within each LLC slice. LDAC considers data locality, coherence, and NUCA effect, and has a "global" view of the cache line behavior. At LLC level, it replicates the high-reuse data in local LLC slice and reduces the access latency. At L1 cache level, LDAC bypasses caching in the private L1 cache based on the locality observed at a per cache line granularity, whereas the insertion policies do not support that. The insertion policies are orthogonal to the proposed LDAC scheme. These can work together in a system for better performance.
The locality-aware cache coherence protocol has been recently proposed to improve on-chip memory access latency and energy efficiency in large-scale multicores [Kurian et al. 2013 ]. This protocol is motivated by the observation that cache lines exhibit varying degrees of reuse (i.e., variable spatiotemporal locality) at the private cache levels. A cache-line level classifier is introduced to distinguish between low-and high-reuse cache lines. A traditional cache coherence scheme that replicates data in the private caches is employed for high-reuse data. Low-reuse data is handled efficiently using a remote access [Fensch and Cintra 2008] mechanism that does not allocate data in the private cache levels. Instead, it allocates only a single copy in the designated core's shared cache slice and directs load and store requests made by all other cores toward it. Data access is performed at the word level and requires a round-trip message between the requesting core and the remote cache slice. This improves the utilization of private cache resources by removing unnecessary data replication. In addition, it reduces network traffic by transferring only those words in a cache line that are accessed on-demand. Consequently, unnecessary invalidations and write-back requests are removed that reduce network traffic even further.
The locality-aware data replication in the LLC also builds on the idea of cache lines exhibiting varying degrees of reuse [Kurian et al. 2014 ]. A cache-line level classifier differentiates between low-and high-reuse cache lines. Low-reuse cache lines are accessed in the LLC from the home location. On the other hand, high-reuse cache lines are replicated in the local LLC slice of the requesting core. This enables local access to cache lines that are accessed frequently in the LLC, reducing network traffic and improving access latency.
All the schemes discussed either manage the L1 cache or the LLC separately, leaving the other cache unmanaged. In contrast, the proposed LDAC scheme holistically manages the complete cache hierarchy. It enables replicating data anywhere in the local cache hierarchy (L1 or L2 or both caches) of the requesting core. This decision is based on the locality demonstrated by a cache line. This way, it can seamlessly adapt to a wide range of workloads with varying access patterns, degree of sharing, and reuse at the L1 and the LLC.
CONCLUSION
We have proposed an intelligent locality-aware data access control (LDAC) protocol for efficiently managing the cache hierarchy of large-scale multicores. The cache-line level reuse is profiled at runtime using a low-overhead yet highly accurate in-hardware classifier. Consequently, high-reuse cache lines are allowed to be replicated in the local cache hierarchy of the requesting core. However, if a particular cache level shows low reuse for a particular cache line, it is disallowed from allocation at that cache level. On a set of parallel benchmarks, LDAC reduces the overall memory system energy consumption by geometric mean of 29% (average of 26%), 6%, and 20%, and the completion time by geometric mean of 24% (average of 16%), 4%, and 20% when compared to the previously proposed R-NUCA, PCT, and RT schemes. The coherence complexity of the LDAC protocol is almost identical to that of a traditional nonhierarchical (flat) coherence protocol since replicas are only allowed to be created at the cache hierarchy of the requesting core. The LDAC classifier is implemented with 5.625KB storage overhead over 304KB cache hierarchy per core.
